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Abstra t
We investigate the origin of undesirable transverse ra ks often observed in thin lms obtained by the layer transfer te hnique. During
this pro ess, two rystals bonded to ea h other ontaining a weak plan
produ ed by ion implantation are heated to let a thin layer of one of
the material on the other. The level of stress imposed on the lm
during the heating phase due to the mismat h of thermal expansion
oe ients of the substrate and the lm is shown to be the relevant
parameter of the problem. In parti ular, it is shown that if the lm
is submitted to a tensile stress, the mi ro ra ks produ ed by ion implantation are not stable and deviate from their straight traje tory
making the layer transfer pro ess impossible. However, if the ompressive stress ex eeds a threshold value, after layer transfer, the lm an
bu kle and delaminate, leading to transverse ra ks indu ed by bending. As a result, we show that the imposed stress σm  or equivalently
the heating temperature  must be within the range −σ < σm < 0 to
produ e an inta t thin lm where σ depends on the interfa ial fra ture energy and the size of defe ts at the interfa e between lm and
substrate.
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1 Introdu tion
Various appli ations in ele troni s and opti s require the synthesis of high
quality, defe t-free single rystals on a substrate of a dierent material. Diverse heteroepitaxial growth pro esses have been proposed (e.g. [1℄), but
these methods impose severe restri tions on the lm/substrate ombinations.
Re ently, the layer transfer pro ess has been proposed and shows promise as
an alternative when the lm/substrate pair is very dierent [2, 3℄. The layer
transfer is a omplished by implanting hydrogen or helium ions into a bulk
rystal of the lm to be synthesized and then bonding it to a substrate. A ting as damage pre ursors, these ions indu e nu leation and growth of avities
when the spe imen is heated at a su iently high temperature, transferring
onto the substrate a single rystal thin lm whose thi kness orresponds
to the depth of ion implantation. However, for some systems and some
given heating onditions, undesirable transverse ra ks are also produ ed in
the thin lm during the splitting pro ess. This phenomenon renders the
transferred thin lm useless for appli ations in mi roele troni s and others.
Therefore, understanding the origin of su h ra ks is ru ial to avoid their
formation. Identifying quantitatively the onditions and the systems that
are advantageous to nu leate these undesirable ra ks will help to dene
the limitations of the layer transfer pro ess, and to design possible solutions
to over ome these limitations. This motivates the present analysis and the
me hanism of formation of these undesirable ra ks is the entral point of
this study.
In Se tion 2, the geometry used during the layer transfer pro ess as well
as the state of stress in the lm are des ribed. Then, a rst possible origin of
thin lm failure is investigated in Se tion 3: the stability of ra ks nu leating
from defe ts introdu ed by ion implantation in the material to be ut is analyzed and we show that these ra ks propagate parallel to the lm/substrate
interfa e only for a ompressive state of stress in the lm. In Se tion 4,
we show that a ompressive stress in thin lm an also lead to ra king by
bu kling, delamination and then failure of the lm. This analysis provides
a range for the ompressive stress and therefore limitations of the heating
temperature for a given system with xed lm thi kness that will lead to a
ontinuous thin lm. In the following se tion, these theoreti al predi tions
are ombined with experimental observations made on a lithium niobate lm
bonded to a sili on substrate. The two failure me hanisms proposed previously to explain the presen e of transverse ra ks are learly identied by
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Figure 1: Geometry and stress eld of the layered system. The dashed plane
oin ides with the plane of ion implantation.
a post-bonding analysis of the spe imen after layer transfer. The theoretial riterion for good layer transfer (−σ < σm < 0) is found to agree with
experimental observations.

2 Geometry of the system and stress state of
the lm
To perform layer transfer, the material to be ut is bonded on a substrate
as shown in Fig. 1. A bonding layer, observed to improve adhesion and avoid
undesirable ra king for some systems, is also shown. Its inuen e on the
whole system is limited to the interfa e properties between lm and substrate
(fra ture energy and defe t size) so that this interlayer an be negle ted in the
following analysis without loss of generality. Su h a layered system is then
submitted to an elevated temperature ∆T and mi ro ra ks an nu leate in
the plane of the lm where hydrogen or helium has been previously implanted
(dashed plane in Fig. 1). When these mi ro ra ks oales e, the bulk single
rystal is separated from the transferred thin lm with thi kness h.
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Figure 2: Geometry of a slightly perturbed ra k propagating in the lm
observed at su iently small s ale so that the ra k front appears on average
to be straight.
During the heating phase of the pro ess, the lm is submitted to an
homogeneous bi-axial stress σm aused by the mismat h in thermal expansion
between the lm and the substrate. Noting ∆α = αs − αf , the dieren e
between the linear thermal expansion oe ients of the substrate and the
lm, one an show that irrespe tive of the thi kness and thermal properties
of the bonding layer, the stress in the lm is given by [4℄

σm =

E
∆T ∆α
1−ν

(1)

where E and ν are the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio of the lm,
respe tively. In the following se tions, we will see that to ensure transfer
of a thin lm without undesirable transverse ra ks, the stress imposed on
the lm must be within a ertain range of values to be determined in the
following se tions.

3 Stability of mi ro ra ks in the lm
Let's fo us rst on the traje tory of mi ro ra ks that initiate from the
defe ts indu ed by the presen e of hydrogen and helium in the spe imen.
To result in layer transfer, these mi ro ra ks are expe ted to propagate in a
relatively straight manner, i.e. parallel to the interfa e between the lm and
the substrate. The stability analysis of a 1D ra k propagating in a 2D elasti
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medium submitted to an internal stress has been performed by Cotterell and
Ri e [5℄. To apply this result to the layer transfer pro ess, we should make
the hypothesis that the behavior of the 3D system as represented in Fig. 1 is
analogous to that of a ut of the full system along a plane perpendi ular to
the lm/substrate interfa e, e.g. the plane (OYZ). In other words, we should
suppose that the 2D penny-shaped mi ro ra ks propagating in the plane of
ion implantation of the lm an be approximated by 1D ra k lines. This
simpli ation is not obvious and in the following, we will study the more
realisti situation of a 2D ra k in a 3D elasti medium. Figure 2 represents
a part of the ra k front of a 2D penny-shaped mi ro ra k when observed at
a su iently small s ale so that the ra k front appears roughly straight, and
parallel to the z -axis of the lo al oordinates (Oxyz) dened from the ra k
front geometry. While propagating along the x-dire tion, dee tions of the
ra k front are generated by the heterogeneities of the lm that an result
from the damage and defe ts indu ed by ion implantation. Out-of-plane
(along the y -axis) perturbations h(x, z) as well as in-plane perturbations
(along the x-axis) are generated. But one an show that for small dee tions
of the ra k, only the out-of-plane perturbations are relevant to determine
the lo al shearing at the ra k tip and hen e, the traje tory of the ra k [6℄.
Therefore, only perturbations of the ra k front along the y-axis have been
represented in Fig. 2. To assess the stability of su h perturbed ra ks, one
an determine if the dee tion h(x, z) will tend to zero or will diverge when
the ra k is propagating. To perform this analysis, we will apply the prin iple
of lo al symmetry [7, 5, 8℄ to the perturbed ra k: lo ally, at every point of
the front M(x, h(x, z), z), the ra k propagates in a pure mode I (opening)
state of stress. This ondition an be written in the following way

KII (M(x, h(x, z), z) = 0.

(2)

Mov han et al. [9℄ have al ulated the mode II stress intensity fa tor of a
slightly perturbed ra k propagating in an innite 3D elasti medium. Using
their result, the lo al mode II stress intensity fa tor of ra ks propagating in
the ion implanted plane of the spe imen an be expressed as

KII =

KI0 ∂h
K 0 2 − 3ν
|(x,z) − I
2 ∂x
2π 2 − ν

Z

+∞

−∞

h(x, z ′ ) − h(x, z) ′
dz + ∆KIImemory (3)
′
2
(z − z)
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where the memory term KIImemory is given by

∆KIImemory (x, z) = −

Rx

R +∞ n

−∞ −∞

wxII (x − x′ , z − z ′ )

+ wz (x − x′ , z − z ′ )
II

with

wxII (x, z) =
wzII (x, z) =



∂(hTxz )
|(x',z')
∂x



∂(hTxx )
|(x',z')
∂x

+

+

∂(hTzz )
|(x',z')
∂z

√


−2xH(x)
2ν 1−(z/x)2
1
+
2
3/2
2
2
2−ν 1+(z/x)
π ∗(x +z )
√
−2xH(x) 2ν
2z/x
π 3/2 ∗(x2 +z 2 ) 2−ν 1+(z/x)2

∂(hTxz )
|(x',z')
∂z

o

dx′ dz ′
(4)



(5)

where H(x) is the Heaviside fun tion. In the pre eding expressions, KI0
represents the average mode I stress intensity fa tor applied to the ra k
by the heated gas in the mi ro avities while Txx , Tzz and Txz are the T stress terms, or onstant stresses imposed on the lm in the absen e of any
ra k. This implies that Txx = σm , Tzz = σm and Txz = 0. Equation (3)
provides the dierent ontributions to the mode II shearing at a point M of
the ra k front indu ed by the perturbations of the fra ture surfa e. The rst
term in Eq. (3) orresponds to the ontribution of the lo al slope along the
propagation dire tion, while the se ond term provides the shearing indu ed
by perturbations of the ra k front. The third term, also referred to as
the memory term gives, as indi ated by its name, the mode II ontribution
indu ed by the out-of-plane deviations of the ra k line between its point
of initiation and urrent position. This term is expressed as a fun tion of
the internal stress σm in the lm, using the full expression of Eq. (4) and
hanging Txx , Tzz and Txz by their relevant expressions. Isolating the rst
term proportional to the lo al slope of the ra k surfa e, the expression of
the ra k path, as given by the prin iple of lo al symmetry of Eq. (2), an be
rewritten as
∂h
|
∂x (x,z)

=
+

1 2−3ν R +∞ h(x,z ′ )−h(x,z)
dz ′
′ −z)2
π 2−ν −∞
(z
R
R
x
+∞
II
′
σm K20 −∞
−∞ wx (x − x , z
I

(6)
This equation predi ts the path of ra k evolution and an predi t the
stability of the failure pro ess: if ∂h
< 0, the lo al perturbation h(x, z)
∂x
is rapidly suppressed during ra k propagation and the ra k surfa e is on
average at. If ∂h
> 0, even a small perturbation will grow and will lead
∂x
to a ma ros opi deviation of the ra k plane from the horizontal plane of
ion implantation (Oxz). In the latter ase, ra k propagation traje tory
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dx′ dz ′ .
|
|
− z ′ ) ∂h
+ wzII (x − x′ , z − z ′ ) ∂h
∂x (x',z')
∂z (x',z')

is referred to as unstable. This situation will learly lead to atastrophi
transverse ra ks in the thin lm during the layer transfer pro ess.
Next, we assess the relevan e of ea h term of the right-hand side of Eq. (6)
that determines the stability of mi ro ra ks in the lm during the heating
pro ess. The rst term a ts as a non-lo al restoring for e along the ra k
front that tries to maintain it perfe tly planar. However, it does not prevent
the ra k from deviating away from the mean ra k plane [10℄, and therefore,
does not ontribute dire tly to the stability of the ra k. The se ond term
is omposed of a part proportional to ∂h
and another proportional to ∂h
.To
∂x
∂z
assess the relative importan e of ea h term, one an ompare their two prefa tors, wxII and wzII , respe tively. A ording to Eq. (5), wzII is smaller than
II
x
wxII [11℄, and for most values of (z, x), one gets w
≪ 1. In other words,
w II
z

the stability of the ra k is mainly di tated by the term proportional to
leading to the approximation

∂h
2
|(x,z) ≃ σm 0
∂x
KI

Z

x

−∞

Z

+∞

−∞

wxII (x − x′ , z − z ′ )

∂h
|(x',z') dx′ dz ′ .
∂x

∂h
,
∂x

(7)

From this equation, one an assess the evolution of the lo al slope of the
ra k surfa e. From Eq. (5), one notes that wxII > 0. Therefore, the sign of
σm will determine the evolution of the solution of Eq. (7). If σm > 0, then
| ∂h
| is expe ted to in rease when the ra k propagates, while with σm < 0,
∂x
∂h
will tend to zero after a hara teristi distan e [12℄.
∂x
From the analysis of the stability of a ra k propagating during the heating phase of the layer transfer pro ess, one gets nally:
(i) If the thin lm is in a state of tensile stress (σm > 0), then the mi rora ks nu leated from the damage indu ed by ion implantation during
the heating phase will deviate from their straight traje tory. One an
therefore expe t some di ulties obtaining good splitting of the upper
part of the sample and some transverse ra ks within the transferred
thin lm from systemati deviations of these mi ro ra ks.
(ii) If the lm is in a state of ompressive stress (σm < 0), then the mi rora ks are expe ted to propagate along a straight traje tory in a plane
parallel to that of the ion implantation and will result in the transfer of
an ra k-free, single rystal thin lm. This ompressive stress state is
obtained if the thermal expansion oe ient of the lm if larger than
that of the substrate (see Eq. (1)).
7

As a result, the ondition σm < 0 is ne essary to obtain straight ra k
propagation and therefore an inta t thin lm. Let us note that this result
is not limited to multilayer systems and an be extended to other systems
where the ra k traje tory needs to be analyzed: a 2D ra k will remain
onned to a plane perpendi ular to the external tensile loading if the stress
is in tension along all the dire tions of this plane while it will deviate from
the straight traje tory if the stress is ompressive along the mean plane of
the ra k. This result extends the analysis of Cotterell and Ri e [5℄ limited
to 2D systems to the more realisti situation of 3D systems. In the following
se tion, we will investigate another possible origin of lm ra king and show
that there is a limit to the amount of ompressive stress the lm an support,
and an ex essively high ompressive stress in the lm an also lead to poor
quality transferred thin lms.

4 Bu kling, delamination and failure of the lm
Here, another possible me hanism for lm ra king during layer transfer
pro ess is investigated. Previously, we have shown that a state of tensile
stress in the rystal ontaining the implanted plane must be avoided to ensure
proper layer transfer. Therefore, systems with negative mismat h ∆α =
αs − αf between thermal expansion oe ients of the substrate and the lm
will be advantageously hosen. As an indire t onsequen e, the thin lm
freshly obtained after rystal layer transfer pro ess might be submitted to a
high ompressive stress σm < 0, as given by Eq. (1).
It is well known that thin lms under ompression an bu kle and delaminate [13, 4℄. We will see that these pro esses an have atastrophi
onsequen es be ause it an lead to lm failure by bending. In the following
se tion, the onditions leading to bu kling, delamination and failure of the
lm produ ed by layer transfer and subje ted to a ompressive stress σm are
investigated in detail. The lm is supposed to be perfe tly brittle so that
the equations of elasti ity for thin plates an be used. In addition, in rst
approximation, the fra ture energy G of the lm/substrate interfa e is assumed to be onstant and independent of the phase angle φ = ar tan( KKIII ) of
the stress a ting on the interfa e [4℄.
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4.1 Delamination of a lm with a semi-innite defe t
Under ompressive stress, a lm bonded to a substrate an delaminate in
order to release its internal stress. For an innite lm bonded to an innite
substrate with a straight delamination front separating the lm into two
semi-innite bonded and debonded parts, the elasti energy released during
the propagation over a unit area is given by [4℄

h 1 − ν2
(8)
2 E
where h, E and ν are the thi kness, the Young's modulus and the Poisson's
ratio of the lm, respe tively. Noting G the interfa ial fra ture energy between the lm and the substrate  or between the lm and the bonding layer
if an additional layer has been added to the system [Fig. 2℄, one an use the
Grith riteria Gdel = G providing the onset of ra k propagation to get an
expression of the riti al stress σdel for delamination
2
Gdel = |σm
|

σdel =

s

2EG
.
h(1 − ν 2 )

(9)

It must be emphasized that the initial ondition taken here with a semi innite debonded zone favoured interfa ial ra k propagation. In more realisti
systems with defe ts or debonded zones of nite size at the interfa e between
lm and substrate (or bonding layer), su h a level of ompressive stress might
not indu e delamination. In addition, another me hanism must be taken into
a ount to des ribe the delamination of lms: bu kling frequently observed
in thin lm under ompression leads to modi ations of the expression of
the energy release rate G as given in Eq. (8). In the following se tion, we
fo us on this pro ess and the onditions for lm bu kling. The out of plane
displa ements of the lm are then taken into onsideration in order to predi t propagation of the delamination ra k. In all the following, we limit
our analysis to a 2D geometry of the spe imen (e.g. plane (Oyz) in Fig. 1).
We onsider defe ts of length 2a at the interfa e between lm and substrate,
and determine if these debonded zones an grow and lead to atastrophi
onsequen es for layer transfer, su h as lm failure.

4.2 Bu kling of the lm
We onsider the situation represented in Fig. 3(a) where an initial defe t
or debonded zone of size 2a is present at the interfa e between the lm and
9

Figure 3: Two-dimensional prole of a debonded part of a lm without (a)
and with bu kling (b).
the substrate. Submitted to a su iently high ompressive stress, the lm
an bu kle as represented in Fig. 3(b), and a stability analysis of the lm
provides the expression of the riti al stress [4℄.
Considering now that the lm is submitted to a given ompressive stress
σm , one an use this expression to show that bu kling will o ur if the delamination zone is larger than a riti al size ab where

πh
ab =
2

s

E
.
3(1 − ν 2 )|σm |

(10)

This pro ess is energeti ally favourable be ause in essen e, it in reases the
ee tive length of the lm.

4.3 Propagation of the delamination front indu ed by
lm bu kling
As mentioned previously, bu kling of the lm is ae ting the energy release
rate of the interfa ial ra k, so that the bu kling pattern must be taken in
onsideration to predi t the onset of delamination. In parti ular, the stress
on entration at the edge of a debonded zone hanges drasti ally with the size
of the bu kling zone. This ee t is represented in Fig. 4 where the variations
of the energy release rate G are represented as a fun tion of the half-length
a of the debonded zone. For su iently large bu kling zones, G might rea h
10

G and the interfa ial ra k an propagate. To assess the riti al size ap that
allows a bu kling pattern to extend, one an derive the value of the energy
release rate for a bu kled zone of length 2a [4℄
σ 2 (1 − ν 2 )h
a2
G(a) = m
1 − b2
2E
a

!

a2
1 + 3 b2
a

!

(11)

that is represented in Fig. 3(b). It is interesting to note that at the onset of
lm bu kling (a = ab ), there is no driving for e for delamination (G = 0).
However, if the ompressive stress in the lm is in reased, the value of ab (σm )
will de rease leading nally to a net in rease in the delamination driving
for e. As a result, propagation is possible at a ertain stress level when the
ondition G(a) = G is satistied. One an express this riterion in terms of
riti al length ap above whi h the bu kling zone will extend

πh
ap =
2

s

E
1
1
q
s
r
2
2

1 − ν |σm |
σ
1 + 4 − 3 σdel
m

(12)

where σdel has been introdu ed in Eq. (9). ap being a de reasing fun tion of
|σm |, it is also lear in this representation that a su iently large ompressive
stress
will indu e delamination. Note that Eq. (12) is only valid for |σm | >
√
3
σ . For smaller values of ompressive stress |σm | in the lm, the bu kling
2 del
zone remains stable regardless of the initial size of the debonded zone.
However, the previous analysis is limited to ra k initiation and to predi t
the full evolution of the system beyond initiation, it is important to separate
two ases, as illustrated in Fig. 4:
(1) If theq riti al length ap for interfa ial ra k propagation is smaller
than 32 ab , the equation G = G(a) has only one solution ap given
by Eq. (12), orresponding to the size of the smallest defe t leading to
ra k initiation. The ondition G ≥ G(a) for ra k propagation being always satised whatever a > ap , this situation orresponds to an
unstable ra k propagation without arrest of the ra k.
q

(2) If the length ap is larger than 32 ab , the equilibrium equation for the
debonding is satised for two ra k lengths, ap and aa . The elasti
energy released is larger than the fra ture energy only for ra k extensions between these two lengths ales so that initiation and ra k arrests
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o ur su essively for a = ap (Eq. (12)) and a = aa with

πh
aa =
2

s

E
1
1
q
s
r
2
2

1 − ν |σm |
σ
1 − 4 − 3 σdel
m

(13)

The onditions for both situations an be rewritten in terms of stress,
and unstable ra k propagation orresponds
to |σm | ≥ σdel while ra k arrest
√
3
will be observed if σdel > |σm | ≥ 2 σdel . The value of the defe t length
orresponding to ap = aa is noted adel where

adel

πh
=
2

s
4

2hE
.
3G (1 − ν 2 )

(14)

In both ases, the propagation of these interfa ial ra ks may adversely
ae t the quality of the transferred thin lm. In parti ular, for su iently
large bu kled patterns, i.e. large enough interfa ial ra k extension, a transverse ra k indu ed by the bending generated in the lm an fra ture the
rystal layer. It is worth to note that this pro ess may not o ur for an interfa ial failure with a small extension. The onditions to obtain su h transverse
ra ks are now dis ussed in detail.

4.4 Failure of the thin lm indu ed by bending
When bu kling o urs, the delaminated zone undergoes bending. If the
original debonded zone is su iently small, bending in reases while the size
of the bu kling zone in reases. For a su iently large bu kling zone, the lm
is not strong enough to support the tensile stress indu ed by bending in the
lm and a ra k initiating from the upper surfa e of the lm in x = 0 will
propagate parallel to the y -axis towards lower surfa e [Fig. 3(b)℄. In this geometry, ra k propagation is expe ted to be highly unstable, and propagation
will o ur all through the rystal layer.
To predi t the onset of ra k initiation, we use a riterion based on the
value of the urvature of the lm (akin to riti al strain), as e.g. [14℄: failure
2
o urs when the urvature ddxw2 at some point of the lm ex eeds the riti al
value R1 where R is a onstant depending on the intrinsi strength of the
material, but also on the state of surfa e of the freshly ut rystal. As lear
from Fig. 3(b), a possible transverse ra k will initiate around x = 0 where
12

Figure 4: Variations of the energy release rate of an interfa ial ra k at the
edge of a bu kled zone of length a [Fig. 3(b)℄. ab orresponds to the minimum
length for a debonded zone in a lm of the same thi kness under the same
ompressive stress to bu kle.
the lo al urvature of the lm is maximum. The dee tion w(x) of the lm is
then expressed in terms of the delaminated zone size 2a and the ompressive
stress σm (e.g. [4℄), providing an expression for the maximum urvature
d2 w
|
of the lm. From this expression and the urvature based failure
dx2 x=0
riterion introdu ed previously, one an show that transverse failure o ur
for bu kled thin lm of size larger than af with
q
4

af = π 3(1 −
where

ν2)

q

hR

s

v
u
|σm | u
t

σℓ

1−

s

h
E
σℓ = q
.
2 3(1 − ν 2 ) R

σℓ
1−
σm


2

(15)

(16)

Note that lm failure is impossible if |σm | < σℓ , regardless of the size of
the debonded zone. For |σm | = σℓ , we introdu e the size aℓ = af (σℓ ) of the
smallest debonded zone for whi h failure will o ur
q
4

aℓ = π 3(1 −

13

ν2)

q

hR .

(17)

4.5 Comparisons of the various length s ales of the problem and riterion for lm failure
In the pre eding paragraphs, the riteria for lm bu kling, extension of the
debonded zone and transverse failure of the lm were expressed in terms of
debonded zone size. In these three ases, it was possible to dene a riti al
size above whi h the pro ess is expe ted to o ur. For the spe i ase of
propagation of the delamination front, our analysis showed also that above
a riti al length, the pro ess will stop. These riti al debonded sizes were
shown to depend on the applied stress in the lm, and their dependen e with
σm were expli itly given in Eq. (10), (12) and (15).
To be able to predi t in a simple way lm failure during layer transfer,
these three riteria are represented on a same graph in Fig. 5 where the
ompressive stress |σm | in the lm is given along the abs issa and the halflength a of the debonded zone along the ordinate. In this representation,
the state of the system at a given time orresponds to a point of oordinates
(|σm |, a). For ea h pro ess studied, i.e. bu kling, delamination and lm
failure, the spa e (|σm |, a) an be divided into two distin t regions, separated
by the urves ab (|σm |), {ap (|σm |), aa (|σm |)} and af (|σm |). If the system,
hara terized by its oordinates (|σm |, a), is in the region dened for a given
pro ess, then this pro ess will o ur, while if the system orresponds to a
point lower than the riti al urve dened for the phenomenon, one does not
expe t this pro ess to o ur. Therefore, this relatively simple representation
an be used to follow the temporal evolution of the layered spe imen.
Su h diagrams are represented in Fig. 5 where the riti al defe t length
ab (|σm |) for bu kling, ap (|σm |), aa (|σm |) for propagation and arrest of the
delamination front and af (|σm |) for lm failure are plotted. The relative
position of the urve dening the domain for bu kling and delamination
is robust and independent to a greater extent of the spe i value of the
parameter of the problem. In parti ular, ab is always smaller than ap , and in
the limit of large ompressive stress, ab ≃ ap . However, the position of the
domain orresponding to lm failure with respe t to these urves may hange
with the value of the parameters. For illustrative purposes, two ases have
been onsidered: on Fig. 5(a), af is larger than ab and ap . This orresponds to
large lm thi kness and/or highly resistant lm. The other kind of systems
orresponding to the diagram of Fig. 5(b) is asso iated with a small strength
of the lm  large riti al lm urvature Rc at failure  and/or small lm
thi kness.
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Figure 5: Diagrams representing the state of the system and its evolution
during the layer transfer pro ess in two dierent ases: (a) lm with high
resistan e to failure/small thi kness; (b) lm with low resistan e/large thi kness. In this representation, the state of the system is a point of oordinates
(|σm |, a) orresponding to the level of the ompressive stress in the lm and
the half-length of the debonded zones at the interfa e lm/substrate, respe tively. Depending on the position on this graph, one an determine if the
thin lm will bu kle (above the red line ab (|σm |)), the delamination front
will propagate (domain with verti al15green arrows), or the lm will break
(hat hed blue domain). To avoid lm ra king during layer transfer, the
system must remain in a state below the solid line in this representation.

In both diagrams, the hat hed part orresponds to states of the system
where the lm is broken. Propagation of the interfa ial ra k, and thus extent
of the debonded zone, is indi ated by verti al arrows.
Let's onsider at rst the ase of a highly resistant to failure lm with
a small thi kness [Fig. 5(a)℄. Whatever the initial size aini of the largest
defe ts at the interfa e lm/substrate, one an follow the evolution of the
system during the layer transfer pro ess. For example, let's take an initial
defe t size of the order of adel . During layer transfer, the temperature is
in reased and as a result, |σm | also in reases a ording to Eq. (1). At the very
beginning, the system evolution is represented by a horizontal line be ause
the debonded zone remains un hanged. When the system rea hed the line
ab (|σm |) demar ating the at lm and the lm bu kling, this zone starts to
bu kle, but a still remains onstant, so the spe imen evolution an still be
represented by an horizontal line. When the system rea hes the line ap (|σm |)
demar ating the stable bu kled lm and the propagation of the interfa ial
ra k, there is delamination of the lm and a in reases. Therefore, a verti al
line now des ribes the evolution of the lm geometry. Two ases are then
possible: either the initial defe t was su iently small (a < a1 ), and the
extension of the bu kled domain lead to lm failure, the traje tory of the
system in this representation rea hing the border of the hat hed zone. In
that ase, the riti al debonded zone size before appearan e of transverse
ra ks is provided by ap (|σm | ≥ σ1 ) (represented as a solid line). Or the
ra k stop before lm failure, leading to a debonded zone of size aa smaller
than af . The system will break only if the temperature is in reased again,
resulting to a quasi-stati propagation of the delamination ra k of halflength aa . Transverse ra ks will eventually initiate if the ompressive stress
is su iently high so that aa (|σm |) rea hes the riti al size for failure af .
In this ase, the riti al ompressive stress σ1 for lm ra king is given by
aa (σ1 ) = af (σ1 ) = a2 . Dening also a1 = ap (σ1 ), one gets nally the following
variations of the maximum admissible ompressive stress σ with the initial
defe t size:
- for aini < a1 , σ = ap−1 (aini ) where ap (σ) is provided by Eq. (12),
- for a1 < aini < a2 , σ = σ1 ,
- for a2 < aini < aℓ , σ = af−1 (aini ) where af (σ) is provided by Eq. (15),
- for aℓ < aini , σ = σℓ given in Eq. (17).
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Let's now fo us on the ase of lms with large thi kness and/or low resistan e to failure. From the analysis of the orresponding diagram presented in Fig. 5(b), two ases an be isolated: for initial defe ts smaller than
a3 = ab (σℓ ), the lm remains inta t as far as the riti al stress for bu kling
is not rea hed. At this threshold, the debonded zone starts to bu kle and a
transverse ra k appears at the same time. This means that the riti al stress
σ for lm failure is provided by the expression of the bu kling stress for a
debonded zone of size aini that an be derived from Eq. (10). For larger initial
defe ts aini > a3 , the lm rst bu kles and then breaks when the ompressive
stress rea hes the riti al stress for failure σℓ . This leads us to on lude that
- for aini < a3 , σ =

π2 E
12 1−ν 2



h
aini

2

,

- for a3 < aini , σ = σℓ given in Eq. (17).
It is interesting to note that in the limit of very small defe ts a ≪ adel ,
both kinds of systems represented by two rather dierent diagrams lead to
the same expression of the riti al ompressive stress for lm ra king. Using
the approximation ab ≃ ap valid for large ompressive stress, one gets in both
ases σ ≃

π2 E
12 1−ν 2



2

. The same remark is also valid in the limit of large
defe ts for whi h σ = σℓ = √ E 2 Rh on a general manner.
h

aini

2

3(1−ν )

This analysis provides an upper limit σ to the ompressive stress that
an be imposed on the lm. Conversely using Eq. (1), the maximum layer
transfer temperature to whi h the system an be exposed to avoid failure an
be also predi ted. With the result obtained in Se tion 3 from the stability
analysis of mi ro ra ks leading to lm splitting, one gets a range of admissible stress −σ < σm < 0 for the system during the whole pro ess, ea h
limit orresponding to distin t failure modes. The theoreti al predi tions are
ompared with experimental observations in the following se tion.

5 Dis ussion and omparison with experimental results
To determine to what extent the previous analysis applies to experimental situations, two kinds of experiments for whi h transverse ra ks in the
lm were observed have been analysed. Ea h one orresponds to one failure me hanism analysed in the previous se tions. The rst experiment is
17

Figure 6: SEM image of the top surfa e of an ion implanted LiNbO3 sample
after heating. Transverse ra ks an be seen oming from the implanted
region in the LiNbO3 , through the thin lm, and emerging on the top surfa e
of the sample.
devoted to the study of the stability of mi ro raks in the lm, and analyze
the ee t of the tensile/ ompressive state of stress on their traje tory. The
se ond experiment has been designed to study the ee t of large ompressive
stresses on the lm.

5.1 Ee t of the ompressive/tensile state of the stress
on the stability of ra ks
For the rst experiment, a sample of lithium niobate (LiNbO3 ), was implanted with hydrogen and helium to a depth of h = 400 nm below the top
surfa e. The spe imen was simply heated and no bonding was involved. In
this ase, a oherent thin lm of LiNbO3 is not separated from the rest of
the material; rather, the ra ks that initiated at the plane of implantation
immediately deviate from a horizontal traje tory and nally emerge at the
top surfa e of the sample [Fig. 6℄.
To explain these results, we assess the ee t of the absen e of substrate
on the stress state in the LiNbO3 spe imen: the stress σm remains equal to
zero, even during the heating phase. Therefore, the ra ks initiating from the
implanted plane are unstable and as dis ussed in Se tion 3, they are expe ted
to deviate from a horizontal traje tory. This observation is in agreement with
the ondition σm < 0 that was proposed in Se tion 3 to ensure su essful layer
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transfer.

5.2 Ee t of a high ompressive stress on the lm
The se ond experiment was performed on a system whose geometry orresponds to that represented in Fig. 1. The rystal to be transferred is again
ion implanted LiNbO3 with h = 400 nm. The LiNbO3 (LNO) and sili on
(Si) substrate were bonded together with minimal pressure and a silver bonding layer [15℄. The substrate, the bonding layer, and the LiNbO3 spe imen
have square bases with sides of 1 cm. The thi kness of the substrate and
the bonding layer are 1 mm and 800 nm, respe tively. The system is then
heated roughly up to 750 K, so that ∆K ≃ 450 K, leading to a ompressive stress in the lm from the mismat h in thermal expansion oe ients,
αLN O being larger than αSi . In this ase, layer transfer of the LiNbO3 spe imen is obtained. This demonstrates that the ompressive stress indu ed by
the bonding of LiNbO3 onto a substrate with a smaller thermal expansion
oe ient has enabled ra k propagation along the plane of implantation.
This agrees with the predi tions of Se tion 3. SEM images of the transferred
LiNbO3 thin lm indi ate the presen e of transverse ra ks that have ut the
lm in various pie es [Fig. 7℄. One an see that these transverse ra ks are
all oriented in the same dire tion. This might orrespond to the dire tion
normal to the one of maximum thermal expansion oe ient of the LiNbO3
rystal [16℄. Also, these ra ks are not straight, and follow a wavy traje tory, also referred as "telephone ord" like patterns, hara teristi of thin
lm bu kling [17, 18℄. This is strong eviden e in support of the predi tions
of Se tion 4: at rst, the thin lm bu kles from a highly ompressive stress,
resulting in a network of bu kling zones with a hara teristi wavy geometry.
Then, failure o urs by bending of the lm where debonding has o ured.
This leads to transverse ra king in the lm with the same wavy stru ture
as the bu kling.
An additional observation suggests that the transverse ra ks observed in
the lm do not ome from the deviation of mi ro ra ks whi h initiate at the
plane of ion implantation, but result from bu kling, delamination, and then
failure of the lm. The study of the other part of the sample (LiNbO3 ) that
has been separated from the rest of the layered stru ture does not reveal any
ra ks on the freshly reated surfa e. In other words, the interfa e between
lm and substrate plays a ru ial role in the initiation of these undesirable
ra ks, while the ion implantation leads to a ontrolled splitting of the lm,
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Figure 7: SEM image of the free surfa e of the transferred thin lm. (a)
One an see a network of parallel fra tures with "telephone ord" like ra ks
whi h are hara teristi of bu kling instabilities; (b) one an observe the
network of se ondary ra ks perpendi ular to the wavy ra ks, also produ ed
by bu kling and failure of the lm.
when bonded to a substrate with a smaller thermal expansion oe ient.
This observation also suggests that a ontrolled splitting of the LiNbO3 single
rystal is not enough to obtain a defe t-free thin lm, and the formation of
transverse ra ks by pro esses posterior to this splitting is also possible, as
shown in Se tion 4.
We now quantitatively ompare the observations made in this experiment
with the theoreti al predi tions made in Se tion 4. In order to estimate
the ompressive stress at failure in the LiNbO3 lm, Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio of LiNbO3 are taken to be E = 150 GPa and ν = 0.32, lose
to the values measured for similar materials [19℄. The thermal expansion
oe ients of Si and LiNbO3 are αSi = 2.6 × 10−6 K−1 and αLN O = 8.2 ×
10−6 K−1 [21℄, respe tively, leading to ∆α = −5.6 × 10−6 K−1 . The riti al
radius of urvature for lm failure under bending is estimated to be R ≃
1 cm. Even though this value is a rather rough estimate, it is important to
note that the shape of the urve af is rather insensitive to the value of Rc in
the range of interest σm > 0.1 GPa [22℄. Cerami materials that are bonded
to silver layers exhibit fra ture energies on the order of GI ≃ 1 − 2 J.m−2 . In
the following, we have kept the fra ture energy as a free parameter and hosen
the value that enables the best agreement between experimental observations
and theoreti al predi tions. The value so obtained is then ompared with the
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Figure 8: Diagram representing the evolution of the LiNbO3 /Ag/Si system
during the layer transfer pro ess. The verti al line is the experimental ompressive stress σfailure ≃ 0.57 GPa in the lm at failure, while the red dotted,
green dashed and blue solid urves orrespond to the riti al values of the
delaminated zone size for lm bending, interfa ial ra k propagation/arrest,
and lm failure, respe tively, as predi ted by the theory. The evolution of the
experimental system during layer transfer as expe ted from this diagramm
is represented by the bla k arrows.
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expe ted values for erami -silver fra ture energy.
Using the previous numeri al values and Eq. (1), it is possible to estimate
the ompressive stress σfailure ≃ 0.57 GPa in the lm at T ≃ 750 K for whi h
undesired ra ks appear. For the LiNbO3 /Ag/Si system studied here, one
an also al ulate the failure diagram to determine the state of the system
with respe t to |σm | and a [Fig. 8℄. To reprodu e orretly the experimental
observations, one hooses GI ≃ 0.5 J.m−2 that is smaller but omparable
to the expe ted values GI ≃ 1 − 2 J.m−2 . The diagram so obtained is
analogous to Fig. 5(a) plotted in a general ase. The value of the ompressive
stress at T ≃ 750 K is also represented on this diagram as a verti al dashed
line. It is now possible to identify the dierent pro esses that have led to
the failure of the lm. Using the representation of the system state shown
in Fig. 8, the initiation of the transverse ra ks in the lm is given by the
interse tion of the verti al dashed line giving the level of stress at lm failure
with the urve af (|σm |) demar ating inta t lms from broken lms. This
provides a raisonable estimate a ≃ 8 µm of the size of the defe ts at the
interfa e between the silver bonding layer and the LiNbO3 lm that will lead
ultimately to undesirable ra ks in the lm.
From this diagram, one an also follow the history of the lm failure
during the heating phase. The evolution of the system during the initial phase
is des ribed by the horizontal arrow represented in Fig. 8. One observes at
rst that the defe ts at the interfa e between Ag and LiNbO3 of size a ≃ 8 µm
will start to bu kle for σm ≃ 0.3 GPa ( orresponding to a temperature of
≃ 450 K). This value is given by the interse tion of the horyzontal arrow
with the urve ab . When the ompressive stress in the lm is su iently
high, lose to σfailure , the interfa ial ra ks start to propagate. A network
of debonded zones with a telephone ord like geometry then develops. This
pro ess will lead ultimately to the telephone ord like ra ks observed postmortem on the thin lm surfa e [Fig. 7(a)℄ when the debonded zones will
start to extend in the transverse dire tion [23℄. The evolution of the system
in this last regime is des ribed by the verti al arrow represented in Fig.. 8.
Finally, the failure of the lm orresponding to the interse tion of the verti al
arrow with the urve af is obtained for a lateral size of the debonded zones
of the order of a ≃ 10 µm. This is fully ompatible with the post-mortem
observations made on the lm surfa e after layer transfer.
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6 Con lusion
The origin of the undesirable ra king often observed during layer transfer
has been investigated. From our theoreti al analysis based on Fra ture Mehani s, it appears that the state of stress in the lm, dire t onsequen e
of the mismat h between the thermal expansion oe ients of the lm and
the substrate, is driving the failure pro esses. More pre isely, two phenomena identied in experimental examples are studied in detail and shown to
indu e atastrophi failure of thin lms obtained by layer transfer: (i) the
mi ro ra ks that are made to propagate in the implanted plane parallel to
the lm/substrate interfa e to split the spe imen an deviate from their horizontal traje tory and ut the lm. The analysis of their stability in the full
3D geometry of the onsidered system shows that these mi ro ra ks will not
follow a straight path if the lm is submitted to a ompressive stress σm < 0;
(ii) an important tensile stress in the lm an also have atastrophi onsequen es. When the spe imen is already ut but still heated, defe ts at the
lm-substrate interfa e an bu kle and indu e lm delamination, resulting
ultimately in a failure of the lm by bending. This pro ess has been analyzed in detail and the riti al stress ( riti al temperature) at whi h ea h
stage o urs has been expressed in term of defe t size, lm thi kness and fra ture properties of the lm. Therefore, it is possible to predi t the maximum
ompressive stress σ that an be sustained by the system. Taking into onsideration both these failure pro esses, one an dene a range of admissible
stresses −σ < σm < 0 in the lm.
From these results, it is now possible to identify the systems amenable to
the layer transfer te hnique. In parti ular, the onditions on the admissible
stress in the lm an be expressed in terms of system properties: the substrate
must be hosen so that its thermal expansion oe ient is smaller than that
of the lm. But this ondition is not su ient and above a riti al heating
temperature orresponding to a ompressive stress σ , ra ked lm will be
produ ed. This temperature must be smaller than the one ne essary to make
the mi ro ra ks propagate in the implanted plane of the lm. To over ome
this di ulty and in rease the admissible stress in the lm, the quality of the
interfa e between lm and substrate must be improved, de reasing both the
defe t size and in reasing the interfa ial fra ture energy. A plasti interlayer
(e.g. Ag, Pt) used to a ommodate the onta t between the both surfa es
might be relevant. In reasing the lm thi kness might be also an alternative
to avoid failure of the system.
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Finally, let us note that another ee t may result in intrinsi limitations
of the layer transfer pro ess. The material to be ut is usually a single rystal with preferential leavage planes. As a result, the implanted plane may
not orrespond to the easy dire tion of the lm. To what extent a ra k
an propagate in the dire tion of maximal tensile stress  parallel to the
substrate/lm interfa e  rather than deviate for a plane of lower fra ture
energy is still a matter of debate [24, 25℄. A theoreti al framework providing a urate predi tions on the propagation dire tion of ra ks in anisotropi
media would lead to a lear determination of the systems as well as the rystallographi lm orientations that an be obtained using the layer transfer
te hnique. Works are urrently in progress in this dire tion.
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